
ESL Awards 

ESL is to provide awards for all ESL TD sanctioned contests, not just ESL 
sponsored contests.  This is by no means a limit on clubs!  Each club should feel
free to give out awards in addition to the ESL provided awards.

ESL is going to provide a large 12" X 15" master plaque to winning 
contestants at a cost of 25% of the total ($15.00), Expert and Sportsman, at 
each sanctioned contest with the following priority:

1.The 1st place pilot will receive the option to purchase a discounted 
master plaque with an engraved 'master ESL' insert and an engraved 
small 'ESL contest' insert. 

2.IF the 1st place pilot has previously received or declines a master ESL
plaque the award will go to the 2nd place pilot. In this case the 1st place 
pilot will receive the small ESL contest insert.

3.IF the 1st and 2nd place pilot have previously received or declines a 
master ESL plaque the award will go to the 3rd place pilot.



4.If the 1st , 2nd and 3rd place pilots have previously received a master 
ESL plaque none will be given.

ESL is going to give away the large inserts to all 1st, 2nd, & 3rd place winners
once every 25th place.

ESL contest inserts (1” X 3”) will be provided free to 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place 
Expert and Sportsman for all ESL sanctioned contests. Weekend overall 
winners will receive an additional insert. These will be given to the contest CDs 
in advance. 

YES, there will be pilots that receive an ESL contest insert without having 
been awarded the large discounted plaque. He can either hold on to them with 
the expectation that at some point he will receive a discount or make 
arrangement with ESL to purchase one.

The ESL award czar will maintain the list of award recipients and insure that 
the awards are produced in advance.


